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Combining the best features of C, UNIX utilities, and regular expressions, Perl has grown as one of the most powerful and popular scripting languages. The valuable Perl is often used for  system administration, text processing and Web programming. It is even being used for more exotic areas, like bioinformatics. Perl is supported by all of the most prominent operating systems, including Windows, Unix, OS/2, Amiga, and others. 

 Pro Perl Debugging  steps in to help resolve the dilemma of application testing and debugging--one of the biggest time commitments in a programmer's daily routine. What this book will do is rescue you from substandard application testing practices. The book commences with several chapters that overview the debugger's basic features, then covers common debugging scenarios. The concluding portion examines debugger customization, alternative debugging utilities, and debugging best practices. 
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Better Available Light Digital Photography, Second Edition: How to Make the Most of Your Night and Low-Light ShotsFocal Press, 2008

	When learning and refi ning their skills, most photographers progress through three distinct phases. The fi rst stage occurs immediately after they get their fi rst “good” camera and begin discovering the potential of the medium. During this time, novice shooters photographically explore their world with a high level of...
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Sauer's Manual of Skin Diseases (Manual of Skin Diseases (Sauer)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The best-selling dermatology manual for medical students, residents, and primary care practitioners, Sauer's Manual of Skin Diseases is in its revised, updated Ninth Edition. It provides step-by-step instructions and algorithms for diagnosis and treatment of all common skin conditions. Unique features include more than 400...
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Foundation Joomla!Friends of Ed, 2009
Do you want the ability to manage documents, photos, and other content over the Web but don't want to shell out thousands of dollars in proprietary solutions? Want to create an online community for your hobby or user group? 

You're not alone. For thousands of like-minded around the globe, the answer is Joomla!, an open source content...
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Winning LEGO MINDSTORMS ProgrammingApress, 2012

	Winning LEGO MINDSTORMS Programming is your ticket to successfully programming for fun and competition with LEGO MINDSTORMS and the NXT-G programming language commonly used in FIRST LEGO League events. The book is a companion title to author James Trobaugh’s acclaimed book on physical robot design,...
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Building Applications with the Linux Standard BaseIBM Press, 2004
An initiative of the Free Standards Group, the Linux Standard Base (LSB) is a set of standards designed to increase compatibility among Linux distributions and enable applications to run on any LSB-compliant system. The advent of LSB 2.0 is revolutionary in that it allows ISVs to create “shrink-wrapped software” for the Linux...
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Recombinant Proteins from Plants: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2015

	This volume provides up-to-date scientific achievements from the world’s top researchers. Recombinant Proteins from Plants: Methods and Protocols, Second Edition guides readers through protocolsfor use with a variety of plant expression systems. Various aspects of production are covered including vector selection and...
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